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Overview[ edit ] Critical theory German: Critical Theory is a social theory oriented toward critiquing and
changing society as a whole, in contrast to traditional theory oriented only to understanding or explaining it.
Horkheimer wanted to distinguish critical theory as a radical, emancipatory form of Marxian theory, critiquing
both the model of science put forward by logical positivism and what he and his colleagues saw as the covert
positivism and authoritarianism of orthodox Marxism and Communism. He described a theory as critical
insofar as it seeks "to liberate human beings from the circumstances that enslave them". That critical social
theory should be directed at the totality of society in its historical specificity i. Kant, by contrast, pushed the
employment of a priori metaphysical claims as requisite, for if anything is to be said to be knowable, it would
have to be established upon abstractions distinct from perceivable phenomena. Marx explicitly developed the
notion of critique into the critique of ideology and linked it with the practice of social revolution, as stated in
the famous 11th of his Theses on Feuerbach: The market as an "unconscious" mechanism for the distribution
of goods and private property had been replaced by centralized planning and socialized ownership of the
means of production. Habermas is now influencing the philosophy of law in many countriesâ€”for example
the creation of the social philosophy of law in Brazil, and his theory also has the potential to make the
discourse of law one important institution of the modern world as a heritage of the Enlightenment. Habermas
dissolved further the elements of critical theory derived from Hegelian German Idealism , although his thought
remains broadly Marxist in its epistemological approach. Perhaps his two most influential ideas are the
concepts of the public sphere and communicative action ; the latter arriving partly as a reaction to new
post-structural or so-called " postmodern " challenges to the discourse of modernity. Habermas engaged in
regular correspondence with Richard Rorty and a strong sense of philosophical pragmatism may be felt in his
theory; thought which frequently traverses the boundaries between sociology and philosophy. Critical theory
and academic fields[ edit ] Postmodern critical social theory[ edit ] While modernist critical theory as
described above concerns itself with "forms of authority and injustice that accompanied the evolution of
industrial and corporate capitalism as a political-economic system", postmodern critical theory politicizes
social problems "by situating them in historical and cultural contexts, to implicate themselves in the process of
collecting and analyzing data, and to relativize their findings". As a result, the focus of research is centered on
local manifestations, rather than broad generalizations. In these accounts, the embodied, collaborative,
dialogic, and improvisational aspects of qualitative research are clarified". Michel Foucault is one of these
authors. From the s and s onward, language, symbolism, text, and meaning came to be seen as the theoretical
foundation for the humanities , through the influence of Ludwig Wittgenstein , Ferdinand de Saussure ,
George Herbert Mead , Noam Chomsky , Hans-Georg Gadamer , Roland Barthes , Jacques Derrida and other
thinkers in linguistic and analytic philosophy, structural linguistics , symbolic interactionism , hermeneutics ,
semiology , linguistically oriented psychoanalysis Jacques Lacan , Alfred Lorenzer , and deconstruction. They
consider his best-known work, Pedagogy of the Oppressed , a seminal text in what is now known as the
philosophy and social movement of critical pedagogy. For a history of the emergence of critical theory in the
field of education, see Isaac Gottesman , The Critical Turn in Education: Criticism[ edit ] While critical
theorists have been frequently defined as Marxist intellectuals, [20] their tendency to denounce some Marxist
concepts and to combine Marxian analysis with other sociological and philosophical traditions has resulted in
accusations of revisionism by classical , orthodox , and analytical Marxists, and by Marxistâ€”Leninist
philosophers. Martin Jay has stated that the first generation of critical theory is best understood as not
promoting a specific philosophical agenda or a specific ideology , but as "a gadfly of other systems".
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I had previously lectured to the same students in classes which required and hopefully motivated students to
read a variety of genres; now I wanted them to be critical on a more academic level. The students had two
tasks. Each student was to choose a work to read. Duplications were not allowed and all selections were to be
approved by me. Class sessions were devoted to a chapter from the Tyson text. Chapters were not covered in
order I used this book as a text for third year university students. Chapters were not covered in order, with four
of the chapters four class sessions students had to submit a question relevant to the assigned chapter prior to
the start of class; my presentations for these classes were based on student questions with the addition of a
point or two I thought the students may have missed or points I thought were too culturally referenced for my
Indonesian students to understand without further expansion. A final examination required the students to use
one or more critical methods in a review of their chosen book. I read along with the students. Chapters one,
two, and three were a great introduction to the books organization. I liked the section where Tyson suggested
the questions an advocate of a particular method might ask. I pointed out to students that they should think
about and use these questions; there was no need for them to struggle with attempts at originality in
questioning, that part of the struggle had been done for them. It is a start. Chapters subsequent to chapter three
seemed to be a bit more confusing to my students who generally want a clearly defined answer to something.
There were things I would like to have seen in the text, but I have to defer to the rights of the author to pick
and choose some definitive events or examples and leave out others. In the chapter on African American
criticism I spent time explaining the differences in power between federal and state legal systems of the US.
This was unique to students outside the US, but I felt it necessary when talking about Brown vs. Board of
Education The text encouraged readers to believe that the Supreme Court case was not followed up with any
action, but that ignored the horrible conflicts that erupted over programs of mandatory school bussing,
programs that were influenced, if not directed by, the federal Supreme Court. In the chapter on LBGT
criticism, I realize the emphasis is on literature, but Eleanor Roosevelt was a prolific writer as she promoted
many programs inclusive of the African American community, the Jewish community, and, not surprisingly,
the community of those with different capabilities. I ended the class with the chapter on Reader-Response
criticism. Given the comments by Tyson on the first page of the chapter most students initially think this is
easy , it may not surprise some readers after reading the chapter that this is one of the more difficult chapters.
Overall, I found this a high value book for my students as well as myself. I recommend it to anyone attempting
to tackle and explain literary criticism. If there were things left out that are favorites of mine, maybe I will
include them in my later writings.
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Critical Theory as Metaphilosophy: Philosophy, Ideology and Truth The best way to show how Critical
Theory offers a distinctive philosophical approach is to locate it historically in German Idealism and its
aftermath. For Marx and his generation, Hegel was the last in the grand tradition of philosophical thought able
to give us secure knowledge of humanity and history on its own. Once reason was thoroughly socialized and
made historical, historicist skepticism emerged at the same time, attempting to relativize philosophical claims
about norms and reason to historically and culturally variable forms of life. Critical Theory developed a
nonskeptical version of this conception, linking philosophy closely to the human and social sciences. In so
doing, it can link empirical and interpretive social science to normative claims of truth, morality and justice,
traditionally the purview of philosophy. While it defends the emphasis on normativity and universalist
ambitions found in the philosophical tradition, it does so within the context of particular sorts of empirical
social research, with which it has to cooperate if it is to understand such normative claims within the current
historical context. After presenting the two main versions of this conception of philosophy, I turn to an
illuminating example of how this cooperative relation between philosophy and the social sciences works from
the point of view of the main figures in Critical Theory who sought to develop it: Even if Critical Theorists are
united in a common philosophical project, this example shows the large differences between the first and
second generation concerning the normative justification of social criticism. In the modern era, philosophy
defines its distinctive role in relation to the sciences. As Rorty and others have put it, transcendental
philosophy has two distinct roles: In light of this ability to judge the results of the sciences, philosophy can
also organize knowledge, assigning to each of them their proper sphere and scope. The Kantian solution
denies the need for direct cooperation with the sciences on issues related to normativity, since these were
determined independently through transcendental analysis of the universal and necessary conditions for reason
in its theoretical and practical employment. Echoes of the subsequent post-Hegelian criticisms of Kantian
transcendental philosophy are found in the early work of Horkheimer and Marcuse. As Horkheimer
understood the task of Critical Theory, philosophical problems are preserved by taking a role in defining
problems for research, and philosophical reflection retains a privileged role in organizing the results of
empirical research into a unified whole. This understanding of the relation of philosophy and the sciences
remains broadly Kantian. Even while rejecting the role of philosophy as transcendental judge, he still endorses
its normative role, to the extent that it still has the capacity to organize the claims of empirical forms of
knowledge and to assign each a role in the normative enterprise of reflection on historically and socially
contextualized reason. This unstable mixture of naturalism with a normative philosophical orientation
informed much of the critical social science of the Frankfurt School in the s. However, Horkheimer and
Marcuse saw the skeptical and relativist stance of the emerging sociology of knowledge, particularly that of
Karl Mannheim, as precisely opposed to that of Critical Theory. Horkheimer formulates this skeptical fallacy
that informed much of the sociologically informed relativism of his time in this way: The core claim here is
that fallibilism is different from relativism, suggesting that it is possible to distinguish between truth and the
context of justification of claims to truth. Faced with a sociological naturalism that relativized claims to truth
and justice are necessary for social criticism, the challenge could be answered by detranscendentalizing truth
without losing its normativity Horkheimer , 6; McCarthy, in McCarthy and Hoy , Once the skeptic has to take
up the practical stance, alternatives to such paper doubt become inevitable. Indeed, the critic must identify just
whose practical stance best reveals these possibilities as agents for social transformation of current
circumstances. As I point out in the next section, the Frankfurt School most often applied ideology critique to
liberal individualism, pointing out its contextual limitations that lead to reductionist and pernicious
interpretations of democratic ideals. First, philosophy is given the task of organizing social research and
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providing its practical aims even in the absence of the justification of its superior capacities. A more modest
and thoroughly empirical approach would be more appropriate and defensible. Second, the source of this
confidence seems to be practical, that critics must immanently discover those transformative agents whose
struggles take up these normative contents of philosophy and attempt to realize them. But once this practical
possibility no longer seems feasible, then this approach would either be purely philosophical or it would turn
against the potentialities of the present. Indeed, during the rise of fascism in the Second World War and the
commodified culture afterwards, the Frankfurt School became skeptical of the possibility of agency, as the
subjective conditions for social transformation were on their view undermined. It is clear that in Dialectic of
Enlightenment Horkheimer and Adorno abandoned this interdisciplinary materialist approach with its
emphasis on cooperation with the social sciences , xi. Since Adorno and Horkheimer planned to offer a
positive way out of the dialectic of Enlightenment at the time they wrote these words, this reversal is by no
means inevitable. For the positive task of avoiding the reversal of Enlightenment, reconstructing the rational
content of modernity is not enough, since the issue is not to affirm its universalism, but its self-critical and
emancipatory capacity. If the issue is the self-correcting capacity of the Enlightenment, two questions emerge:
Where do we locate the exercise of this capacity? This more modest approach rids Critical Theory of its
vestiges of transcendental philosophy, pushing it in a naturalistic direction. Such naturalism identifies more
specific forms of social scientific knowledge that help in developing an analysis of the general conditions of
rationality manifested in various human capacities and powers. They are nevertheless directed to universal
structures and conditions and raise universal, but defeasible claims to an account of practical reason. In this
way, Habermas undermines both of the traditional Kantian roles for philosophy and brings them into a fully
cooperative relation to the social sciences. Like many other such theories, the theory of communicative action
offers its own distinctive definition of rationality. Certainly, the goal of the reconstructive sciences is
theoretical knowledge: But insofar as they are capable of explicating the conditions for valid or correct
utterances, they also explain why some utterances are invalid, some speech acts unsuccessful, and some
argumentation inadequate. This authority then permits the theory of rationality to underwrite critical claims
about social and political practices, to show how their functioning violates not only the espoused rules but also
the conditions of rationality. Such an approach can be applied to normative features of democratic practices.
Rather than only providing a set of explicit principles of justification and institutional decision rules,
democracy is also a particular structure of free and open communication. Ideology restricts or limits such
processes of communication and undermines the conditions of success within them. Ideology as distorted
communication affects both the social conditions in which democratic discussion takes place and the processes
of communication that go on within them. The theory of ideology, therefore, analyzes the ways in which
linguistic-symbolic meanings are used to encode, produce, and reproduce relations of power and domination,
even within institutional spheres of communication and interaction governed by norms that make democratic
ideals explicit in normative procedures and constraints. This is not to say that explicit rules are unimportant:
Democratic norms of freedom can be made explicit in various rights, including civil rights of participation and
free expression. Such norms are often violated explicitly in exercises of power for various ends, such as
wealth, security, or cultural survival. Threats of declining investments block redistributive schemes, so that
credible threats circumvent the need to convince others of the reasons for such policies or to put some issue
under democratic control. Similarly, biases in agenda setting within organizations and institutions limit scope
of deliberation and restrict political communication by defining those topics that can be successfully become
the subject of public agreement Bohman In this way, it is easy to see how such a reconstructive approach
connects directly to social scientific analyses of the consistency of democratic norms with actual political
behavior. This theory of ideology as distorted communication opens up the possibility of a different relation of
theoretical and practical knowledge than Habermas has suggested so far. His approach uses formal pragmatics
philosophically to reflect upon norms and practices that are already explicit in justifications in various sorts of
argumentation or second-order communication. Such reflection has genuine practical significance in yielding
explicit rules governing discursive communication such as rules of argumentation , which in turn can be used
for the purpose of designing and reforming deliberative and discursive institutions Habermas , It is easily
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overlooked that such rules are only part of the story; they make explicit and institutionalize norms that are
already operative in correct language use. Such implicit norms of well-formed and communicatively
successful utterances are not identical with the explicit rules of argumentation. These claims about norms raise
two difficulties. First, there is a potential regress of rules, that is, that explicit rules requires further rules to
apply them, and so on. Second, this approach cannot capture how norms are often only implicit in practices
rather than explicitly expressed Brandom , 18â€” Here Habermas sides with Pettit in seeing the central
function of explicit norms as creating a commons that can serve as the basis for institutionalizing norms, a
space in which the content of norms and concepts can be put up for rational reflection and revision Pettit ,
Habermas Making such implicit norms explicit is thus also the main task of the interpretive social scientist
and is a potential source of social criticism; it is then the task of the participant-critic in the democratic public
sphere to change them. There is one more possible role for the philosophically informed social critic. In this
section, I have discussed claims that are distinctive of the metaphilosophy of Critical Theorists of both
generations of the Frankfurt School and illustrated the ways in which critical normativity can be exercised in
their differing models of the critique of ideology. Critical Theorists attempt to fulfill potentially two desiderata
at the same time: This project shifts the goal of critical social inquiry from human emancipation as such, to the
primary concern with democratic institutions as the location for the realization of ideals of freedom and
equality. The limits on any such realization may prove to be not merely ideological: Critical Theory is also
interested in those social facts and circumstances that constrain the realization of the ideal democracy and
force us to reconsider its normative content. While such an account of the relation between facts and norms
answers the sociological skepticism of Weber and others about the future of democracy, it may be based on an
overly limited account of social facts. Democracy as a Practical Goal of Critique: Such a positive, expressivist
ideal of a social whole is not, however, antiliberal, since it shares with liberalism the commitment to
rationalism and universalism. The next phase in the development of Critical Theory took up the question of
antidemocratic trends. This development of the Frankfurt School interpretation of the limits on democracy as
an ideal of human freedom was greatly influenced by the emergence of fascism in the s, one of the primary
objects of their social research. Much of this research was concerned with antidemocratic trends, including
increasingly tighter connections between states and the market in advanced capitalist societies, the emergence
of the fascist state and the authoritarian personality. As first generation Critical Theorists saw it in the s, this
process of reification occurs at two different levels. First, it concerned a sophisticated analysis of the contrary
psychological conditions underlying democracy and authoritarianism; second, this analysis was linked to a
social theory that produced an account of objective, large-scale, and long-term historical processes of
reification. However, this concept is ill suited for democratic theory due to a lack of clarity with regard to the
underlying positive political ideal of Critical Theory. As his later and more fully developed normative theory
of democracy based on macrosociological social facts about modern societies shows, Habermas offers a
modest and liberal democratic ideal based on the public use of reason within the empirical constraints of
modern complexity and differentiation. This social theory may make it difficult for him to maintain some
aspects of radical democracy as an expressive and rational ideal that first generation critical theorists saw as a
genuine alternative to liberalism. While the emergence of fascism is possible evidence for this fact, it is also
an obvious instance in which reliance on the internal criticism of liberalism is no longer adequate. The shift in
the Frankfurt School to such external forms of criticism from onwards is not confined to the fascist state. With
the development of capitalism in its monopoly form, the liberal heritage loses its rational potential as the
political sphere increasingly functionalized to the market and its reified social relationships. In this way the
critique of liberalism shifts away from the normative underpinnings of current democratic practices to the
ways in which the objective conditions of reification undermine the psychological and cultural presuppositions
of democratic change and opposition. Rather than being liberating and progressive, reason has become
dominating and controlling with the spread of instrumental reason. Shorn of its objective content, democracy
is reduced to mere majority rule and public opinion to some measurable quantity. The argument here is
primarily genealogical thus based on a story of historical origin and development and not grounded in social
science; it is a reconstruction of the history of Western reason or of liberalism in which calculative,
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instrumental reason drives out the utopian content of universal solidarity. These analyses were also
complemented by an analysis of the emergence of state capitalism and of the culture industry that replaces the
need for consent and even the pseudo-consent of ideology. Some of the more interesting social scientific
analyses of fascism that the Frankfurt School produced in this period were relatively independent of such a
genealogy of reason. Perhaps one of more striking results of this study is that the core of the democratic
personality is a particular emotional or affective organization: Thus, long-term historical cultural development
and macro- and micro-sociological trends work against the democratic ideal. What was needed was an
alternative conception of rationality that is not exhausted by the decline of objective reason into subjective
self-interest. These shifts permit a more positive reassessment of the liberal tradition and its existing political
institutions and open up the possibility of a critical sociology of the legitimation problems of the modern state.
On the whole, Habermas marked the return to normative theory united with a broader use of empirical,
reconstructive and interpretive social science. Above all, this version of Critical Theory required fully
developing the alternative to instrumental reason, only sketched by Adorno or Horkheimer in religious and
aesthetic form; for Habermas criticism is instead grounded in everyday communicative action. Indeed, he cam
to argue that the social theory of the first generation, with its commitments to holism, could no long be
reconciled with the historical story at the core of Critical Theory: First, he brings categories of meaning and
agency back into critical social theory, both of which were absent in the macro-sociological and depth
psychological approaches that were favored in the post war period. This brings democratic potentials back into
view, since democracy makes sense only within specific forms of interaction and association, from the public
forum to various political institutions.
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